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ABSTRACT 

In this paper a linear cavity Erbium doped fiber (EDF) laser based in a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and a 
fiber optical loop mirror with a high birefringence fiber in the loop (Hi-Bi FOLM) is used as a strain 
sensor. The Fabry-Perot cavity is formed by the FBG and the Hi-Bi FOLM, used as a measurement 
system of strain variations produced on the FBG, used as a strain sensor device. Usually, fiber laser 
sensor experimental setups determine the measured variable magnitude by using of an optical spectrum 
analyzer (OSA). Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum wavelength displacement by fiber loop temperature 
variations measurement can be an attractive application exploiting the characteristics of FOLM 
transmission spectrum behavior due to Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature variations to determine the FBG 
strain applied through the maximal optical power monitoring by simple use of a photodetector and a 
temperature meter. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fiber lasers from its appearance have been applied in different research areas such as medicine, optical 
communications, sensors, among other applications. Particularly, in their application as sensors recently 
have been used in various areas of interest, such as chemical, acoustic waves, pressure and temperature 
measurements [1-10].Moreover design of sensor systems using Bragg grating optical fiber (FBG) as 
temperature or strain sensors have applications in different areas. FBGs has been widely accepted because 
of their optical fiber compatibility, construction features that make them lightweight, small and their low 
sensitivity to electromagnetic interference feature [11,12]. An additional advantage is the sensing of a 
physical variable associated to the displacement of FBG Bragg wavelength due to temperature or strain 
applied on the FBG which is an absolute and connector or splice lossless parameter. Usually, fiber laser 
sensing systems require expensive equipment as an OSA, to determine the laser line emission wavelength 
displacement [13,14]. 

In this paper we propose an all-fiber laser based in a Hi-Bi FOLM used as a strain sensor measuring 
monitoring system. The linear cavity is formed by a FBG in one side and a Hi-Bi FOLM in the other side, 
both used as optical mirrors. The FBG is also used as sensing device. An experimental setup attractive 
application consists in take advantage of Hi-Bi FOLM behavior features to determine physical variable 
variations due to Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature variations by simple use of a photodetector and a 
temperature meter. 
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Figure 1 shows the proposed fiber laser experimental setup. The linear cavity laser is formed by a Hi-Bi 
FOLM acting as a periodical spectrum wide band reflector, a 980/1550 WDM, 3m length EDF used as a 
gain medium and a FBG reflection wavelength centered at 1548 nm. The FBG acts as a narrow band 
reflector and a as sensing device as well. The EDF is pumped through the WDM with a laser diode at 
980nm and 100mW. The Hi-Bi FOLM is designed by an 50/50 single mode optical coupler with output 
ports connected by a Hi-Bi fiber forming a loop. Through characterization in ref [4] is well known that 
this device is highly sensitive to temperature changes in the loop, resulting in a periodical reflection 
spectrum wavelength displacement. The Hi-Bi FOLM fiber loop is placed on a Peltier device to introduce 
temperature variations by electrical current changes. This Hi-Bi FOLM behavior characteristic is shaped 
by optical power measurement in function of a temperature scanning to determine sensor FBG 
wavelength displacement due to strain variations. 

 

Figure 1.Fiber laser based on a FBG and a Hi-Bi FOLM experimental setup. 

 

3. RESULTS DISCUSSION 

The Hi-Bi FOLM fiber loop is placed on a Peltier device introducing temperature variations by electrical 
current changes, used to obtain Hi-Bi FOLM transmission optical power spectrum at 50/50 coupler 
Output port. Peltier device is controlled by an electronic system designed on our own to allow control and 
display of temperature changes in centigrade centesimal precision. The Hi-Bi fiber loop length of 28 cm 
allows obtaining of a Hi-Bi FOLM wavelength transmission periodical spectrum of 20nm. Figure 2 
shows the 20nm Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum with optical power pump bellow the laser threshold, 
measured at Output port by using an OSA in an 1520nm to 1565nm scanning range. As can be seen, the 
experimental Hi-Bi FOLM transmission period obtained is around 19.73 nm, near to the 20nm calculated 
period. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
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Figure 2. Hi-Bi  FOLM transmission spectrum on wavelength scanning. 

 

The 100% reflection FBG at 1548nm is attached to a flexible metal girder, part of a mechanical device 
used to apply compression/strain in the FBG affecting Bragg wavelength by curvature deformation 
through a micrometrical screw. To perform an experimental optical power laser line wavelength 
displacement measurement, a fiber loop temperature variations in the range of 10-2 is required. 

Figure 3 shows eight normalized laser line spectrum measurements with the same pump power above the 
amplification threshold, for different laser line wavelength due to sensor FBG strain applied, measured at 
Output port with an OSA. As can be seen, laser emission wavelengths are shown in a range from 1548 to 
1544 nm due to strain applied from 0 to 6.1 mm in the same order. As a result it can be seen that strain 
application in the sensor FBG produce a laser line displacement to shorter wavelengths.  

 
Figure 3. Laser wavelength spectrum on sensor FBG strain applied. 
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In Figure 4 is shown the plotting of maximal laser lines optical power points at central wavelength 
emission due to strain applied at sensor FBG results shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the maximal 
curvature by 6.1 mm of strain applied on the FBG results in a laser line wavelength displacement of 4nm. 
The dependence of laser line wavelength displacement on strain applied can be fitted by a linear 
dependence with a slope of 0.65 nm/1 mm. 

 

Figure 4. Laser wavelength displacement on sensor FBG different strains applied. 

Figure 5 shows the Hi-Bi optical power transmission spectrum due to Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature 
variations scanning from 24°C to 40°C each 0.2°C, by the simple use of a photodetector, without strain 
applied on the sensor FBG, therefore, FBG central reflection wavelength is at 1548nm. The maximal 
output power measured is 9.8 mW at 28°C. As can be seen, the measured Hi-Bi FOLM transmission 
spectrum rebuilt point by point is similar to the cosine transmission spectrum on wavelength scanning 
obtained in Figure 2. The Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum period is around 12°C. 
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Figure 5. Hi-Bi  FOLM transmission spectrum on temperature scanning. 

Figure 6 shows the Hi-Bi FOLM transmission optical power spectrum  with 100mW of pump power. 
Results show point to point rebuilt of Hi-Bi FOLM spectrum on temperature scanning from 25°C to 40°C 
with 0.2°C step measurements of output power. Multiple Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum are Hi-Bi 
fiber loop temperature displaced due to different strain applied on the sensor FBG by the micrometric 
screw. As is observed, for each change of wavelength in the FBG there is a different Hi-Bi FOLM 
transmission spectrum displaced to higher temperatures. This method can identify changes in wavelength 
of the laser as the maximum optical power and the temperature at which it was generated. 

 

Figure 6. Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum measurements on sensor FBG strain variations. 

Figure 7 shows the plotting of wavelength on Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature points in which Hi-Bi FOLM 
transmission maximal optical power is reached for each strain variation applied on the sensor FBG. As 
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can be seen, for the maximal strain applied of 6.1nm, the fiber loop temperature and the wavelength in 
which Hi-Bi FOLM transmission optical power is maximal was obtained around 30.2°C and 1544.5 nm 
respectively. The dependence of maximal Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum optical power on Hi-Bi 
fiber loop temperature in which this wavelength is present, due to strain applied on the sensor FBG can be 
fitted by a linear dependence with a slope of -1.6 nm/1°C for each 1.5mm of strain applied on the sensor 
FBG. 

 

Figure 6. Hi-Bi FOLM maximal optical power wavelength and Hi-Bi fiber loop displacement due to strain applied on 
the sensor FBG. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a linear cavity EDF laser based in a FBG and a Hi-Bi FOLM used as a strain sensor has been 
presented. The FBG strain variations measurement system relates the Hi-Bi FOLM transmission spectrum 
maximal optical power or laser emission wavelength with the Hi-Bi fiber loop temperature in which 
optical power output is maximal due to the strain applied on the sensor FBG. The strain on the FBG can 
be determined experimentally by the simple use of a photodetector and a fiber loop temperature scanning. 
By measuring of the laser optical output power through the Hi-Bi FOLM temperature monitoring, we 
have a novel measurement system which can be useful for strain discrete range sensing measurement at 
low costs by seeking of maximum optical power and the temperature at which it was generated by 
determining of wavelength spectrum displacement. 
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